Frank Steinnagel

A passionate archer

Frank Steinnagel
Power and concentration
For several years Frank Steinnagel has been practicing archery in various disciplines with remarkable
success both at home and abroad. The highlights
of his career speak for themselves. Frank Steinnagel's track record includes the following achievements:
21 x German Champion
3 x New german record
2 x European Champion
2 x World Champion
Frank Steinnagel is a member of the archery division of ETUS Wedau in Duisburg. He does, however, have to pay expenses for his equipment, travel, etc., by himself. That is why, for example, he
was unable to participate in any championships
in 1997.
To enable him to successfully defend his 2000
world championship title next season, he has to
rely on financial backing. His multiple presscovered appearances on radio and TV, combined with
extensive and regular reports in the daily press,
open up promising advertising opportunities for
interested sponsors.

Frank Steinnagel:
A survey of success
1995 German Champion
1995 European Vice-Champion / Team
1996 European Vice-Champion / Team
1998 German Inddor-Champion DFBV
(new german record)
1998 German Inddor-Champion AAE
(new german record)
1998 German Champion Jagd-Feld AAE
1998 German Vice-Champion Jagd-Feld DFBV
1998 4. European Championship in England
1999
1999
1999
1999
1999

German Indoor-Championr AAE BL
German Indoor-Champion AAE Freestyle
German Indoor-Champion DFBV
German Champion Jagd-Feld AAE
German Champion Jagd-Feld DFBV

2000
2000
2000
2000
2000

German Indoor-Champion AAE BL
German Indoor-Champion AAE Freestyle
German Indoor-Champion DFBV BL
German Champion Jagd-Feld DFBV
Word Champion Jagd-Feld IFAA South Africa

2001
2001
2001
2001
2001
2001

German Indoor-Champion AAE Freestyle
German Indoor-Vice-Champion AAE BL
German Champion Jagd-Feld DFBV
German Champion Jagd-Feld AAE
European Vice-Champion Jagd-Feld
European Vice-Champion / Team

2002
2002
2002
2002

German Indoor-Champion AAE BL
German Indoor-ChampionAAE Freestyle
German Indoor-Champion DFBV BL
Nr. 1 World-Ranking
(new german record)
German Champion Jagd-Feld DFBV BL
(new german record)
German Champion Jagd-Feld AAE BL
European Championship 2. Place
3. Place World Championship

2002
2002
2002
2002

2003 Indoor-Worldchampion
and new Indoor-Worldrecord!!!

Frank Steinnagel
Impressions
Anyone who observes Frank Steinnagel practicing
his sport cannot help but admire the seemingly
impenetrable concentration with which he focuses on the target. Born and raised in Duisburg
however, our athlete has little to do with Zen
meditation: he relies on his inner self and the
power that he draws from his imperturbable selfconfidence.
The composure and self-assurance with which he
is able to achieve his best shots even in stressful
competition conditions, put Frank Steinnagel
right up there with the best of German top athletes. A unique personality, he is passionately and
totally committed to his sport also if financial conditions are sometimes far from optimal.

The fascination for
a special sport
Field archery is an attractive sport that perfectly
lends itself to symbolizing strategic marketing
concepts. Entrepreneurs that aim to hit the bull's
eye with their ideas find an effective ambassador
in world champion Frank Steinnagel.
With his accuracy, concentration, and stamina as
principal qualities, he can very well visualize and
convincingly represent a company's ambitious corporate philosophy, be it a technology-oriented
company or a service company.
He is, of course, also an effective advertising spokesperson for sports food and sportswear manufacturers as he can convey the positive image of a
brand in a reliable and convincing manner.

Frank Steinnagel
Press coverage

Frank Steinnagel's achievements are closely monitored and meet with an extraordinarily positive
response in the press. People in Duisburg are proud of this exceptional sports figure and the space
devoted to him in newspapers, such as the highcirculation Westdeutsche Allgemeine Zeitung, clearly shows the recognition this athlete has gained
in his hometown.
What is also important for sponsors is that his
press coverage is in most cases illustrated with large-format photographs: a striking logo on a Tshirt
or cap is a highly effective marketing tool.
A few examples of press items covering Frank
Steinnagel's achievements.

Advertising possibilities
Field archery opens up a whole gamut of
advertising possibilities.
First of all, there are the conventional advertising
formats, such as breast, back, and collar ads.
However, more elaborate scenarios are also
conceivable, such as the thematic elaboration of
an illustrated leaflet, the attractive enhancement
of shows, or the presence at fairs or other events.
Another powerful advertising alternative is, of
course, placing a banner ad on Frank Steinnagel's
homepage.
Why not use one of these new advertising tools
and give us a call: you can count on us to come
up with an interesting and unconventional
solution for your advertising needs!

Contact
If this brief presentation has inspired you to consider new marketing ideas, you can contact Frank
Steinnagel at all times for a personal interview.

Frank Steinnagel
Nelkenstraße 8
47167 Duisburg
Tel.: ++49 / 0203 / 58 92 57
Fax: ++49 / 0203 / 51 92 57 7
E-Mail: f.steinnagel@t-online.de

For further information visit Frank Steinnagel's
homepage at
www.frank-steinnagel.de

